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ABSTRACT: Wireless Mobile Ad Hoc Networks are particularly vulnerable due to their fundamental characteristics such as an open medium, dynamic topology, distributed cooperation, and constrained capability. Location information of nodes can be critical in wireless ad hoc networks, especially in those deployed for military purposes. In this paper, we present study of various method of receiver location privacy in mobile adhoc network.
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I . INTRODUCTION
Recent wireless research indicates that wireless Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) present a larger security problem than conventional wired and wireless networks [1,2]. In the traditional Internet, routers within the central parts of the network are owned by a few well-known operators and are therefore assumed to be somewhat trustworthy. This assumption no longer holds in an Ad Hoc network, since all nodes entering the network are expected to take part in routing. Also, because the links are usually wireless, any security that was gained because of the difficulty of tapping into the network is lost. Furthermore, because the topology in such a network can be highly dynamic, traditional routing protocols can no longer be used. Thus, Ad Hoc network has much harder security requirements than the traditional network and the routing in Ad Hoc networks is an especially hard task to accomplish securely, robustly, and efficiently. In general, the wireless MANET is particularly vulnerable due to its fundamental characteristics of open medium, dynamic topology, absence of central authorities, distributed cooperation, and constrained capability. The existing security solutions for wired networks cannot be applied directly in wireless MANETs. Applications that make use of ad hoc routing have heterogeneous security requirements. Authentication, message integrity, and non-repudiation to an ad hoc environment are part of a minimal security policy. Apart from these, there are several other security issues [1, 3] such as black hole attacks, denial of service, and information disclosure. A location disclosure attack can reveal something about the locations of nodes or the structure of the network. The information gained might reveal as to which other nodes are adjacent to the target, or the physical location of a node. In the end, the attacker knows which nodes are situated on the route to the target node. If the locations of some of the intermediary nodes are known, one can gain information about the location of the target as well. In many cases, the location information might be very crucial. In MANETs installed for tactical/military missions in a hostile and/or unknown territory, these types of attacks have to be prevented. In many cases, the communicating nodes need to be anonymous—no other node in the network should know who is communicating with whom. Initially, we present a solution that achieves complete anonymity and discuss trade-offs between complete anonymity and difficulty in identifying misbehaving nodes. We then present enhancements to our protocol to prevent these attacks albeit at the cost of complete anonymity. The problem we are going to address in this paper is receiver location privacy even while the routing protocol is already supporting identity anonymity. In such a scenario the eavesdropping adversary tries to track the route discovery messages to infer some information about the destination’s venue or the route established between source and destination. To realize the importance of location privacy imagine a MANET in a battlefield where the nodes are living soldiers. If the adversary breaks the location privacy of the nodes in such a scenario the existence of the soldiers would be revealed and also their lives Might be in danger. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II some related works are reviewed. Section III gives an overview of the ANODR protocol. Section IV describes the adversary model. Section V concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK

Chauhn’s mixnet [8] and DC-net [9] were the origin of many future ideas to address private communication. Mixnet removes the correlation between sources and destinations. A mix node is a network member that performs encryption and padding on its received messages and sends them out in a random order so that it is impossible for outsiders to distinguish which output message belongs to which input message. DC-net [9] is based on binary superposed sending. In DC-net the anonymity set is composed of all potential senders. Each sender shares a secret key at least with one other user. If sender A is wishing to send a message, it should superpose the message with its exchanged secrets. Other users superpose in the same manner (if no message to send they superpose zero with shared keys). All messages are transmitted to the receiver. The sum of these messages is the message of A, because every secret is added twice and canceled. Therefore, the message is delivered without revealing the originator. Another solution proposed for wired networks is Crowds [10]. Crowds consists of a number of network users. Before a data request is sent to the server it is chained randomly through a number of crowds members, so that the server knows that it came from one of the members, but he has no idea about the original sender. The protocols proposed to provide anonymity in wired networks assume having a fixed topology and usually having trusted third parties. Such solutions are not suitable for MANETs as well as any other mobile scenario in which the network topology might change all the time. Most of the routing-based anonymous protocols for MANETs try to address the identity anonymity issue, e.g. are static and data is always sent to a powerful sink. One of the first simple ideas to address the destination location privacy in ad hoc routing protocols was not to stop the route request packet flow at the destination node and continue with that for several extra hops to hide the receiver’s venue. Also for route location privacy the authors of ARM [7] proposed not to forward the RREP message only on the discovered route which is the case in every other MANET routing protocols, but to form a cloud of routes around the real one. This is done by adding a TTL field to the packets which is used to forward them for a number of hops around the discovered path. The neighbors of the nodes en route who receive the RREP message should broadcast it after replacing some fields by random numbers and their neighbors would do so till the TTL reaches zero. Therefore the discovered route is covered by some fake flows. Also the data packets will be broadcasted in a limited number of hops around the discovered route for the same purpose. This solution provides route location privacy to some level, i.e. makes the adversary uncertain about the real route’s location inside the cloud, but can not hide the destination’s location which might be of higher importance. We refer to this idea of ARM as route cloud idea. Some location privacy solutions for MANETs are proposed for geo-routing scenarios, e.g., [14] addresses destination location privacy for the category of MANETs in which geographic information of the nodes is available. This protocol uses the location information of the destination node to generate an area including the destination to deliver the data packets to all of the nodes in that. The number of nodes inside the anonymity zone determines the privacy level provided by the protocol. On the other hand, measuring the network anonymity in general is another issue in private communication research area. [15] and [16] have proposed information theory based metrics to quantify privacy. The basic idea is that the privacy degree is maximized when all anonymity set members have the same probability to be the real object of interest.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE UNDERLYING ROUTING PROTOCOL

We use the identity free routing protocol, ANODR [5], to evaluate the location privacy ideas of RDIS. We apply our ideas to ANODR as an underlying routing protocol to Provide it with destination location privacy. In fact, it could be possible to apply RDIS techniques to other identity anonymous MANET routing protocols in appropriate ways. ANODR is an ID-free anonymous routing protocol in which each hop on the route is associated with a random route pseudonym. The sender initiates a RREQ packet containing a sequence number, a global trapdoor and an onion. The sender initiates the onion by generating some random nonce as the onion core and encrypting it with its own secret key. The global trapdoor is some well known tag encrypted by the destination node’s public key, so it can be opened only by the intended destination. If a node receives a RREQ, it will try to open the trapdoor with its private key. If it succeeds and sees the well known tag it will consider itself as the destination and initiates the RREP message. Otherwise, it adds a self aware layer to the one is a highly motivated passive eavesdropper who has the ability to monitor the traffic all over the network, for example by employing several overhearing nodes in different points of the network to cover the whole area. Our goal against this adversary is to prevent it from finding the destination’s venue and also the path between communicating pairs. The second attacker considered is an internal adversary, which is a compromised node in the network. The adversary can take control of the compromised node. The private routing protocol should make it impossible for him to break the location privacy of the destination even if it is located on the route. Internal Adversaries should be prevented from finding out if their neighbor nodes are source or destination even if they are on the same route. We suppose that the compromising capability of the adversary is not unlimited onion and encrypts the new onion with its secret key and also attaches a one time public key to the message and rebroadcasts it. The next nodes would do the same and would record the one time
public key sent by the previous node which will be used in RREP phase. Eventually if the destination receives the RREQ message it will initiate the RREP message. The nodes on the route from the destination to the sender will directly forward this message to the sender. The RREP message includes the proof of trapdoor opening, \textit{Proofdes}, generated by the destination, which the sender will use to verify if the RREP is initiated by the intended destination. Every node on the route generates a random route pseudonym, \textit{Kseed}, encrypts it by the one time public key of the previous node and replaces that in the appropriate field of the received RREP message. The route pseudonym will be used as the shared secret key between every two consecutive nodes en route in data forwarding phase. The onion and the proof of trapdoor opening are encrypted by the route pseudonym to hide them from outsiders. Every intermediate node opens the random route pseudonym with its one time public key and then uses it to extract the onion. Then it strips its own layer from the onion expecting to see what it has encrypted a while ago and modifies that with its route pseudonym and stored one time public key and forwards that to the previous node on the route. Eventually when the sender receives the RREP packet it will open the onion and check for the appropriate proof of successful trapdoor decryption. If the onion data matches the previously generated onion core and the proof of trapdoor decryption is shown, the route discovery is done. The RREQ and RREP packet formats are as follows:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{RREQ}: \langle \text{RREQ, seq\#}, \text{global trap, onion, PK} \rangle \text{- time >}
  \item \textbf{RREP}: \langle \text{RREP, (Kseed)PK, time, (Kseed (Proofdes, onion))} \rangle
\end{itemize}

IV. ATTACKER MODEL

A. Message Type Unification Idea

In ad hoc routing protocols when the intermediate nodes receive the route reply packet, they typically use their keys/secrets stored in RREQ forwarding phase to realize that they are located on the route and they must forward the received reply message. A global eavesdropper can track the RREQ message flow to find the discovered route between the source and the destination. Also he is able to discover the physical location of the communicating pair by observing the origins of RREQ/RREP messages. The main contribution of this work is to hide the destinations’ location by making it impossible for the adversary to determine the origin of route reply packets. We use the same message type, \textit{RDIS}, for RREQ and RREP packets. The nodes on the route use the keys to check if this is a RREP message intended to them. So when a RDIS-RREP message is forwarded, the nodes out of the route would behave exactly as they do about a RDISRREQ message till the TTL field reaches zero. As we will describe, after a random number of hops the RDIS-RREP packet is changed to a RREP packet as Figure 1 shows. This is because forwarding the reply packet in RDIS-RREP format toward the source causes a high overhead due to two reasons. First, the RDIS-RREP packet will be broadcasted by every node receiving that till $TTL = 0$, and second the size of a RDIS-RREP packet is larger than a normal RREP packet.

\begin{itemize}
  \item To distinguish them. Another one is that the appearance difference from the RDISRREQ packet the destination node receives and the RDISRREP packet it initiates should be similar to the difference between a received RDIS-RREQ packet received at any other node and the RDIS-RREQ packet broadcasted consequently by it. Therefore the initiation of the RDIS-RREP message would look like a part of the RDIS-RREQ flow. Also every field of one of these two message types should change with the same pattern as the other one. For example, the sequence number which is a fixed
\end{itemize}
field in RDIS-RREQ should be preserved the same in the corresponding RDIS-RREP flow. As a matter of course we change the content of the message type field in both of them to the same packet type. RDIS. When a node receives a RDIS packet with a new seq#, it will generate a random number between 0 and 1. If the number is less than a fixed parameter Pr the node will proceed with the packet, otherwise it will do nothing and therefore discard the packet. If the node decides to proceed with the received packet it will record the seq# in its routing table and will proceed with the message to follow the ordinary ANODR behavior (described in section III). When the destination node receives the RDIS-RREQ message it generates the corresponding RDIS-RREP packet. It decreases the received TTL by one. The RDIS-RREP packet includes a sequence number field filled with the same seq# of the corresponding RDIS-RREQ (in regular ANODR there is no sequence number or TTL in reply packets). The global trapdoor is preserved in RDIS-RREP. We change Kseed|PK−1time to [REPLY,Kseed|PK−1time in the RDIS-RREP packet. In order to match the size of the RDIS-RREP packets we need to add an additional field in the RDIS-RREQ packets filled with random data. So all in all a RDIS-RREQ packet will look like <RDIS, TTL, seq#, global trap, onion, PK−1time, random field> and a RDIS-RREP packet will look like <RDIS, TTL, seq#, global trap, REPLY,Kseed|PK−1time, Kseed (Proofdes, onion)>. The adversary may distinguish between the RDIS-RREQ and RDIS-RREP messages because he knows that the onion length in RREQ messages increases as the message nears the destination and the onion length in RREP messages decreases as the message gets further from the destination. Therefore the onion length should be fixed. In an improved version of ANODR the length of the onion is fixed at 128 bit [18]. Every node applies its symmetric key encryption on the 128 bit long onion. In RDIS, we use this mechanism to prevent the adversary from using the varying length of the onion to analyze the message type or the distance from the destination. When a node receives a RDIS message while it has forwarded another RDIS message with the same seq# before, it will try to open [REPLY,Kseed|PK−1time using its one time public key generated during the RREQ phase. If after such a decryption the node can see the REPLY tag it realizes that this packet is a RDIS-RREP intended to it. Then it will generate a random number between 0 and 1. If this number is greater than a fixed parameter Pr it will decrease TTL by one and replace the Kseed and the onion with its own (see section III). Otherwise, it will change the RDIS-RREP message to a normal RREP message as shown below, but the TTL field will be preserved to be used for the route cloud idea. So one of the nodes en route randomly will change the RDIS-RREP packet to a normal RREP as follows, which except having the TTL field is the ordinary reply packet format in ANODR: <RREP, TTL, Kseed|PK−1time, Kseed (Proofdes, onion)> Let us assume Trep is the maximum time that a source node waits to receive the corresponding RREP after initiating the RREQ. We consider the recorded one time public keys at the nodes as fresh keys during Trep seconds after being generated. When a node receives a packet like the above RREP packet and it has a fresh one time public key it will use it to find out if the packet is intended to it (by opening the onion as in ordinary ANODR). If so, the node will modify the reply packet as described in III and will also decrease TTL by a random number among 1,2,3 and 4. Therefore this packet will be forwarded on the discovered route normally till it reaches the destination. When a node that is not located on the discovered route receives such a packet and it realizes that the packet is not intended to it, it will generate a random number among 1,2,3 and 4 and will decrease the TTL by that. It will also replace the next two fields with random bits without changing the packet size and broadcasts the packet. Therefore a cloud of routes will be formed around the route and the discovered route will be hidden among them. This will provide the protocol with route location privacy.

C. Ring route idea in RDIS
As mentioned before, in RDIS instead of a route between the source and destination we form a ring route such that the two communication end nodes are located on that. For this purpose the destination node should respond not only to the first received RREQ message but to the first two of them. Therefore two routes will be formed between the source and the destination. As mentioned above, in RDIS every received RREP packets are proceeded by every node by some probability. One consequence of this property is that the first discovered route is not necessarily the shortest one and also the first two discovered routes might be quite far from each other (because the intermediate nodes are chosen quite randomly and the two paths are not necessarily the shortest ones). When the source node realizes that two routes are discovered it starts sending data packets to the receiver through the first one. We use the established routes bidirectionally. It is possible because every two neighboring nodes on a route are sharing a link pseudonym pair which are used to forward the data packets over the route. When the destination receives any data packet it forwards it to the first node on the other route and the data packet will be forwarded (in the reverse direction) through that route to reach the source node. Then the source node will discard it. Therefore it is impossible for any eavesdropping adversary to distinguish the destination among the nodes on the ring by tracing the data packets.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have study of various method of Receiver node privacy in adhoc network.now on the behalf of all the method we have design simple and efficient technique for minimisation of traffic overload problem in aodv protocol using Bayesian network theory.
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